
IXcellerate offers world-class data center facilities and outstanding 
connectivity level in Russia to cater to both local enterprises and global 
corporations from multiple industries. The company ensures 24x7 
operational continuity and easy-to-access services.

TOP COLOCATION PROVIDER IN RUSSIA

Located within Moscow metro area, IXcellerate North and South data 
center campuses feature three operational facilities and two under 
development. The company has set out to build several more data 
centers in the coming years to offer exceptional capacity to an even 
broader customer base.

10 Years in Russia

LOCATIONS AND DATA CENTERS

IXcellerate data centers

UNLIMITED SCALABILITY & GROWTH
IXcellerate is enabling digitalization in Russia through unrivaled scalability 
and growth opportunities. Our every customer can grow across both 
campuses and scale its footprint for a decade ahead. Our mission is to 
provide facilities and services that are both ultra-powerful and 
sustainable in the long-term, while ensuring that our clients continue to 
benefit from our reliable engineering infrastructure, ESG practices and 
outstanding service levels. 



Our service availability is 99.999%
with 24/7/365 bilingual customer
support and 15 minutes of
guaranteed ticket response time.

PREMIUM CUSTOMER SERVICE

IXcellerate is a home for hypercloud in Russia. Its expanding customer
base includes over 150 international and Russian companies.

INTERNATIONAL ECOSYSTEM OF CUSTOMERS AND PARTNERS

IXcellerate team has many years
of international experience in the
development of data centers and
telecommunications. Founded by
Guy Willner and Cliff Gauntlett in
2011, our company has grown
from a start-up into one of the
most successful and recognizable
commercial data center operators
in Russia.

TEAM

IXcellerate data centers are designed to accommodate IT infrastructure
with the Tier III reliability level. Our environmental-conscious approach
in design and construction encorporates sustainable engineering
solutions to help reduce the carbon footprint and total cost of
ownership, guaranteeing one of the best PUEs in Russia.

SUSTAINABLE INFRASTRUCTURE

We are a pure colocation
provider, with no affinity to any
50+ telecom and 30+ cloud
providers present onsite.

CARRIER & CLOUD NEUTRAL

Eurasia Peering IX, IXcellerate’s
fast-growing Internet exchange
platform, has over 170 ASNs with
peak traffic exceeding 320 Gbit.

INTERNET EXCHANGE

Altu�evskoe shosse, 33G
127410, Moscow, Russia

Podolskikh kursantov str., 15B
117545, Moscow, Russia

www.ixcellerate.com, sales@ixcellerate.ru
+7 (495) 8000 911

High port capacity

100%
availability 170+ ASNs

Over 2 Tbits 
of connected capacities

High speed,
low latency

Minimal data loss


